Vietnam proposes to change the glyphs of four V-source characters to bring their forms in line with their actual sources and etymologies. The characters are:

- U+26F28 𦼨 cũ
- U+22ADC 𢫜 chùm, cùm, đùm, trùm
- U+25B27 𥬧 chòm, trùm
- U+230F2 𣃲 vuông

1. U+26F28

This character is intended to represent the word, cũ, meaning "old", and, as shown in Từ Điển Chữ Nôm Đản Gìđi, below, it is derived from the character 旧, with the semantic 旧 and the phonetic 具, read cụ.

Another source for U+26F28 is Giúp đọc Nôm và Hán Việt, which also shows 具 as the phonetic.
The current form of U+26F28 uses the phonetic element 貝, read bôi. This is clearly wrong. The correct form was proposed for IRG WS-2017 as V-F04EB. After review of the semantics and shape of U+26F28 and V-F04EB, the IRG proposed unification, with changes to U+26F28 to replace 貝 with 具. Vietnam agrees. The glyph change implies a corresponding change to the stroke count from 12 to 13, resulting in total stroke count of 17.

kRSUnicode 140.13
kTotalStrokes 17

2. U+22ADC and U+25B27

These two characters can be discussed together, since their various readings chòm, chùm, cúm, dûm, trùm, and trùm, show that they share a common phonetic element, trùm, U+201B3 全. 全 is
formed on the 會意 hội ý principle, with the 2 characters ♂人上 “person above”, meaning "head man, chief, etc." The current glyphs show the phonetic as ♂八上 (eight, above), but there is no character in Vietnamese with this shape, and the phonetic and source evidence clearly shows 全, as seen below in these entries from The Dictionarium Anamitico-Latinum.

Our proposal is to replace the component ♂八上 with 全.
U+22ADC ♂扌全
U+25B27 ♂竹全
No data changes are required.

3. U+230F2

This is a variant of U+23116 施, in which the phonetic, 風 phong has been replaced with the corresponding simplified form 施. Both characters are read vuông and mean "square." The IDS for U+230F2 is 施 方 ⼈, but we have no evidence of the 施 form being used in Vietnamese. The only examples use the very common element 施, as in the example below, from the Tale of Kieu, v. 1872.
Our proposal is to replace 『凃』 with 『凃』. The stroke count remains the same, so no data changes are required.